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ABSTRACT 

This thesis discusses the essential features of an 

alternative to the current variable housing allowance (VHA) 

program, which is called the variable compensation program. 

The outline of the variable compensation program begins by 

assuming a typical servicemember has a Stone -Geary utility 

function. Next, it derive© this typical servicemember's 

implied expenditure function. This expenditure function is 

a function of the prices of two composite commodities, 

housing and nonhousing goods and services, and the level of 

utility provided by the member's regular military 

compensation. The parameters of this function are the 

respective subsistence quantities and marginal budget shares 

of the two composite goods. The subsequent sections of the 

variable compensation program outline discussa <1) 

techniques to estimate these parameters, (2) the methodology 

of determining the appropriate levels of utility for the 

various military paygrades, (3) techniques to estimate the 

geographic price levels of housing and nonhousing goods and 

services, and < 4) potential sources of data required by this 

program. This thesis concludes with a discussion of the 

advantages of the variable compensation program over the 

current VHA program as well as possible areas of expansion 

to make this program a more sophisticated analysis of 

military compensation. \^ T l*&±€& \ 
>.. 
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b.P INTRODUCTION 

The military services of the United States either 

provide Government housing for their members or pay them 

a basic allowance for auarters (BAG) to assist them in 

obtaining private off-base housino. These BAO payments 

varu accordina to the member's rank and whether or not 

the member has anu dependents. Details of BAO 

entitlement are defined in Section 403 of Title 37 of 

the United States Code (37 U.S.C. 403). Section 4(c) of 

Public Law 96-343-September 8. 1980 amended 37 U.S.C. 

403 to provide a supplemental variable housino allowance 

(VHA) to those mervicemembers currentlu receivina BAO 

who reside in a hioh housino cost area of the United 

States. Conaressional rationale for implementing the 

VHA prooram was to tru and make military compensation 

for a pauarade rouohlu the same reoardless of assionment 

location. 

Section two of this study provides an overview of 

the current structure of the VHA prooram. Section three 

introduces an alternative prooram concept which I call 

the variable compensation prooram. The variable 

compensation prooram is desioned to provide 

servicemembers of the same pauorade eoual compensation 

reoardless of assionment location. This prooram assumes 

a   Stone-Geary   utility   function   for   a   typical 



servicemember. Then« using the implied expenditure 

function with different utilitu levels for different 

paugrades and geographic price data. this program can 

determine appropriate total compensation levels for 

every pauarade at each military location area. These 

compensation levels will make the utilitu of 

servicemembers in each pauarade independent of their 

assianment locations. Section four concludes with a 

comparison of the existing VHA prooram and the proposed 

variable compensation oroaram and suaoests additional 

topics that mioht be considered in a more intricate 

analusis of military compensation, 

I realize this paper suaoests an alternative to the 

VHA prooram that would comoletelu overhaul the 

traditional structure of militaru compensation. 

However, it is mu opinion that the continuous debate and 

fine tunino of the VHA prooram bu Conoress and the 

Department of Defense reflects dissatisfaction with the 

prooram at the hiahest civilian and militarg levels. 

This paper does not produce a model of military 

compensation readu for immediate implementation. 

Rather, it is mu hope that the alternative ideas I 

suooest about eouitable comoensation. reoardless of 

assianment location, mioht at ie» st offer some insiaht 

into improvina the current VHA oroaraifu 



2.0 VARIABLE HOUSING ALLOWANCE PROGRAM BACKGROUND 

Military compensation includes manu different 

elements such as base pau, basic allowance for 

subsistence (BAS). basic allowance for auarters (BAO). 

variable housina allowance (VHA). special and incentive 

paus, retirement pau and benefits such as medical care. 

commissary and exchanoe privileaes. and others. An 

important measure of active dutu militaru compensation 

is called reaular militaru compensation <RMC). RMC 

consists of base pau* BAS. BAG, VHA (when applicable) 

and the federal tax advantaoe since BAS, BAO« and VHA 

mr9 nontaxable allowances. RMC is an important measure 

because Conaress uses it is the measure of a militaru 

salarg in comparino the adeauacu of militaru pau levels 

with those in the civilian sector.* 

The VHA is a relativelu new component of reaular 

militaru compensation. Section 403 of Title 37 of the 

United States Code (37 U.S.C. 403) provides BAO as an 

entitlement to militaru personnel who ^rm not provided 

aovernment quarters. The amount of BAO paid to a 

servicemember depends on the member*s rank and 

dependency status. Section 4(c) of Public Law 96-343 

amended 37 U.S.C. 403 to provide a suoolemental VHA to 

members livino in hiah cost *rm*%. Elioible member« 

beoan receivino their  VHAs on October  l. 1980 and  the 



program became a  leqal entitlement  on  September  30« 

1981. 

The need for the VHA program arose from the 

substantial differences in the prices of goods and 

services throuahout the United States. Prior to the 

initiation of the VHA program« all elements of regular 

militaru compensation for servicemembers of the same 

paugrade and dependencu status mere the same reqardless 

of location of assionment in the continental United 

States. Thus, a servicemember stationed in a higher 

cost area suffered a lower standard of livina than a 

member of the same pauorade assianed to a lower cost 

area. The requirement to move frequentlu and the 

inabilitu of the centralized assionment process to 

•ensure that members soend equal time in low-cost and 

high-cost areas" created a financial burden which was 

detrimental to retainino and recruitinq milit*vu 

personnel.* 

In order to improve retention and recruiting. 

Conaress recoqnized the need *o compensate military 

personnel for the price differentials of aoods and 

services at different dutu locations throuqhout the 

United States.3 Since housinq prices differ more on a 

oeoqraphical basis than the prices of other qoods and 

services. Conoress authorized  the VHA prooram to help 



offset the financial burden of  assignments to hiqh cost 

areas. 

The current VHA program is structured in the 

follotuina manner. The Department of Defense (DoD) 

conducts a biennial sample surveu of militaru 

personnel's housing expenses. The housing expenses 

reported bu the servicemembers include rent or rental 

eauivalencu for homeowners, utilities. insurance, and 

maintenance expenses. DoD then uses rearession analusis 

to determine the local median housing cost for all 

twentu-three pauorades at each of the over 340 militaru 

location areas in the continental United States. Alaska, 

and Hawaii.* 37 U.S.C. 403a.(C)(1) defines the current 

method of calculatina VHA rates for servicemembers as 

follows. A VHA is paid to a servicemember. in addition 

to a BAG. whenever the local median housina cost of 

servi remembers with the same nauorade» and droendencu 

status exceeds 80 percent of the national median housina 

cost of servicemembers in that same paugrade and 

dependencu status. However, the VHA is not a cash 

orant. 37 U.S.C. 403a.(c)(6)(A). effective March 1, 

1986. reouires that if a militaru servicemember*s total 

housing allowances (BAO plus VHA) exceed the member's 

reported housing expenses. then the servicemember must 

pau  back  to  the  oovernment  fiftu  percent  of   the 



difference, not to  exceed the total  amount of the  VHA 

(no servicemember has to pau back any EAQ). 

The folloüjinq example illustrates two hypothetical 

cases of VHA calculations. This example is for the 

officer payarade 0-3 (captain in the Air Force. Army, 

and Marine Corps - lieutenant in the Navy) and assumes 

the officer has at least one dependent. LMHC and NMHC 

stand for local median housing cost and national median 

housina cost, respectively All dollar fiaures except 

the BAQ (as of Januaru 1, 1986) are   hypothetical. 

HYPOTHETICAL MONTHLY VHA CALCULATIONS 

807. of Total 
NMHC VHA Al low 

$534 $16 $449.50 
$534 $266 $699.50 

Dutu 
BAQ     Location LMHC 

$433.50  Dauton.OH $550 
$433.50  Wash.DC $800 

Thus, this example illustrates the method of calculatino 

the specific VHA (LMHC - .8 NMHC) for the payarade 0-3 

(with dependents) in two different dutu locations.* An 

0-3 stationed in Dagton, Ohio will receive the full $16 

of VHA unless the officer's reported housina expenses 

are less than the total housina allowances of $449.50. 

For example, if a particular officer's reported housina 

expenses were onlu $400. this officer would pau back 

fiftu percent of the difference between the total 

allowances   and   the    reported   housina    evcpenses 

- jdu *L*LJFMJL i^L±± *Jl *J!.k» M£L*JLaJLi * H» UÄ ki*k.» A*aJ?klL m*j» 



C.5($449.50-$400)=$24,75 3. not to exceed the VHA amount 

of $16. Therefore, in this specific case, the officer 

would pay back $16 and receive only the BAQ of $433.50. 

Recent leaislation specifically addressed the cost 

growth and distribution method of the VHA proaram. 37 

U.S.C. 403a.(d)(1) places an upward cap on the total 

amount of the annual budaet for the VHA proaram. This 

limit is the ratio of the October militaru adjusted 

housina component of the Consumer Price Index (CPI) for 

the previous fiscal uear over the same index for October 

two fiscal uears aao multiplied bu the previous fiscal 

uear's VHA budaet. For example, the upward cap for the 

total VHA budaet for fiscal uear 1987 (October 1. 1986 

to September 30. 1987) was the ratio of the militaru 

adjusted housina component of the CPI for October 1985 

divided bu the same index for October 1984 times the 

fiscal uear 1986 VHA budaet* Furthermore, effective? 

October 1, 1985. anu increase in the VHA budaet in an 

odd-numbered uear will be distributed evenlu to all 

paugrades, reaardless of assianment location. However, 

in even-numbered gears, anu increase in the VHA budaet 

will be distributed in a tailored manner based on the 

findinas of the biennial housina surveu.* A hiaher 

proportion of the budaet increase will ao to members 

stationed in areas of hiaher cost arowth. 

i w. ir,ir,w*M«ul y*i^liniutrf«rfntfm.llif«ii*ii1lirRi<tifll#1UltVtii«irlMftll 



With this brief overview of the VHA program,, 

several keu points are evident. The current proaram 

conducts an expensive sample surveg of housing expenses 

of militaru personnel biennially. It also requires an 

even more administratively burdensome annual 

documentation of housina expenses bu the more than 

900,000 militarg members receivinq VHA,T Documentation 

requires a copu of the rental aoreement siqned bu the 

landlord and the servicemember or a copu of a mortoaoe 

paument coupon (DoD estimates utilitu and maintenance 

expenses bu location). Additionallu, the VHA is not a 

cash orant. Militaru members must spend their full 

housina allowances on housina expenses or forfeit fiftu 

percent of the difference up to the total amount of the 

VHA. Furthermore. the VHA proaram rates are based on 

self-reported housina expenditure data, uncontrolled for 

aualitu, rather than independent housina price indice«. 

Ironically, implementation of the recent sustem in which 

odd-numbered uears see VHA budget increases spread 

uniformlu across all pauqrades. reqardless of assianment 

location, will hurt those members in the hioher cost 

areas. Their VHA rates will fall further behind their 

increasina costs of housina than those members stationed 

in lower cost areas. This problem is precisely what the 

VHA proaram was created to prevent. Finallu, the VHA 

proaram only attempts  to compensate militaru  personnel 



for price differentials in hcusina and treats the prices 

of other qoods and services as uniform throughout the 

United States. 
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2.1 FOOTNOTES TO SECTION 2 

* "Pau and Allowances.* A1J Hands, Mau 1986, p. 40s 

hereafter cited as All Hands. 

a A Joint Service Studu, Variable Housing Allowance 

(VHA) Program, Should it be Changed?  (Feb. 1984). p. 

1-2: hereafter cited as VHA Program. 

3 Prior to November 8, 1985 all militaru personnel 

assigned to Alaska or Hawaii were compensated like all 

other servicemembers stationed outside the continental 

United States (CONUS).  Since 1946. servicemembers 

assigned outside the CONUS have received a station 

housing allowance (authorised in Section 405 of Title 37 

U.S.C.) or, as of Julu 1981, a "rent plus" allowance to 

compensate them for cost differentials in locations 

outside the CÖNUS.  However, Public Law 99-145 section 

603(b)(2)(A) reouires all militaru oersonnei reporting 

for dutu in Al ask« or Hawaii after November 8, 1985 to 

be under the VHA program,  Servicemembers assigned to 

Alaska or Hawaii who were receiving "rent plus" 

allowances prior to November 9. 1985 will continue to be 

orandfathered under the "rent plus" sustem until their 

next permanent change of station or November 7. 1989 

(whichever occurs sooner).  See VHA Program, p. 1-3, 

Also, see Al 1 Hands, p. 44, 

* VHA Program, p. 11-3. 
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■ liilitaru personnel who are not provided 

government auarters receive the full BAU even if the 

local median housina cost is less th^n 80 percent of the 

national median housina cost for their pauarade 

<VHA«LMHC-.8NMHC and VHA^O). 

* P.J. Budahn, "2.45% Increase in VHA Possible," 

Air Force Times. 6 Oct. 1986, p. 4. 

■* P. J. Budahn. "VHA Offset Saves More Thar- S69 

Million a Year." A i r Force Times. 14 Jul. 1986. p.4. 

-If I tM    U» Jt 
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3.0 AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH TO THE VHA PROGRAM 

The current variable housing allowance program 

attempts to eliminate the differences in standards of 

housina due to assignment location in the United States. 

An alternative concept to the variable housina allowance 

program is a proaram that recoanizes that the prices of 

aoods and services other than housina also varu uiidelu 

throuahout the United States. I will call this 

alternative concept the variable compensation proaram. 

Desianina a variable compensation proaram that 

provides eguitable compensation to servicemembers of the 

same pauarade, reaardless of assianment location in the 

United States, reouires the followino process: Specifu 

a utility function for the tupical servicemember. This 

utilitu function then implies an expenditure function. 

Estimate the parameters of this expenditure function. 

Determine the appropriate utilitu levels for all 

pauarades in the military services. Gather available 

price data on housina and nonhousino aoods and services 

for the more than 340 military localities in the United 

States. Then, the variable compensation proaram can use 

the expenditure function, price data, and appropriate 

level of utilitu to calculate the eauitable level of 

paid compensation tor a servicemember*s pauarade 

reaardless of assianment location in the United States. 
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3.1 SELECTING THE UTILITY FUNCTION 

This section discusses selecting a utility function 

for a typical servicemember and mathematicallu deriving 

his implied expenditure function. It begins bu definina 

the concept of utilitu and one of its keu properties. 

Given this framework, it then outlines and solves the 

utility maximization problem facing a typical 

servicemember bu usina the Laaranoe multiplier method. 

Applyino the concept of dualitu. it also solves the dual 

cost minimization problem for a tupical servicemember 

which finallu leads to his implied expenditure function, 

Servicemembers. like other individuals, consume a 

varietu of aoods and services. Consumption of these 

commodities provides satisfaction, or what economists 

call utilitu. to the consumer. Consumption of different 

bundles of qoods and services provides different levels 

of utilitu to the* consumer. It is also possible that 

auantitu trade-offs within the same bundle of 

commodities can provide the same level of utilitu to the 

consumer. The important point is that a consumer has a 

preference rankina for the various combinations of the 

ooods and services he consumes, which depends on the 

levels of utilitu he derives from the various commoditu 

combinations.  This subiective  preference rankina of  a 
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consumer  is  represented  bu  the  consumer's   utilitg 

function.  A utilitu function is expressed as 

U(Xit...tX«) where U  is utilitu and X«V«.««XM are  the 

amounts of  the n  aoods and services  the  individual 

consumes. 

An important propertu of utilitu is that it is an 

ordinal measure. This means simplu that a utilitu 

function onlu ranks combinations of consumption ooods 

and services as first, second, third, etc. The utilitu 

function does not reveal how much more a consumer 

prefers one combination to another. Thus, a utilitu 

function simplu serves as an inde>: of a consumer*« 

preferences. The utilitu index for a consumer is 

hiohest for the most preferred bundle of commodities and 

decreases douin to the least orttferreä  bundle. 

Economists assume that a rational consumer mill 

choose the consumption bundle of ooods and services that 

maximizes his utilitu. However. a consumer is al^o 

faced with a limited amount of resources to spend on 

ooods and services known as a budoet constraint. 

This budoet constraint is expressed as 

PtX, ♦ ... ♦ P~X~ ■ M where P is price. X i* the 

Quantity of  the commoditu  consumed for  all ooods and 

services 1 n and M  is income or total  e-pendi turt». 

Thus, the  "classical  problem  in  the  theoru  of  the 

consumer** is stated ass 
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maximizina U(Xi,...,X„) 

subject to PiX, + ... ♦ P„X„ «= M.» 

Therefor®.  the  classic«!   choice   problem  for   a 

servicemember is like that of anu consumer: maximize his 

utility subject to his budget constraint. 

The steps involved in solvina the constrained 

utilitu maximization problem for a typical servicemember 

are as follows: (1) Specifu assumptions, notation, and 

formaliu state the problem. (2) Define the necessary 

first-order conditions. <3> Define the sufficient 

second-order conditions. (4) Describe the Laaranae 

multiplier method and use it to derive the necessaru 

first-order conditions. <5> Solve the necessaru 

first-order eouations simultaneouslu to derive the 

tuoical servicemember*s demand eouations for housino and 

nonhousino ooods and services. (6) Derive the 

second-order conditions. 

The following] assumptions »rw vital to simDlifuino 

my analusis, I hope this simplified analusis wiII still 

yield some beneficial insioht. First, I assume there is 

a typical servicemember whose preferences are a 

reasonable representation of the diverse military 

community. Secondly, I assume that a typical 

servicemember*s utilitu function is one particular tupe 

of the many different tunes of utilitu functions that 

exist in  the economics literature.    Specificallu,  I 
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elect to use a Stone-Geary utility function because it 

is easy to work with and it maintains its linear 

estimation properties under aggreaation of individual 

demand equations. Thirdly. I ignore the effects of 

commissaries, base or post exchanges, military medical 

benefits, etc. on the servicemember's preferences in the 

utility function. These effects mould greatly 

complicate the analusis. Finallu. I assume that the 

aoods and services military personnel consume fall into 

one of the following two cateaories of composite aoods: 

housina or nonhousinq aoods and services. 

Given these assumptions, I apply the followino 

notation. The utility function for a typical 

servicemember is U<X».X->) * <X» - B,)V(X^ - B*>*-*\ U 

is utility. X» is the Quantity of housino consumed. X-?. 

is the Quantity of nonhousina aoods and service« 

consumed. Bi and B> mrm the subsistence levels of 

housina and nonhousina aoods and services, respectively. 

Thus. B* and B* represent the necessary or minimum 

levels of housina and nonhousina aoods and services a 

servicemember must consume to exist« The terms v and 

<l-v> are the marainal budaet shares of housina and 

nonhousina ooods *nd services, respectively. Therefore, 

v represents the marainal propensity of a member to 

spend additional income on housina. Likewise, U-v> 

represents the maramal propensity of a member to  »pend 
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additional income on nonhousinq ooods and services. For 

example, if v«.4 and l-v«.6, a member aiven an 

additional increase in income of $100 will spend $40 

more on housino and $60 more on nonhousina poods and 

services. 

Given this notation, the constrained maximization 

problem for a tupical servicemember is written: 

maximize U<X»,X»> * (Xt - B»)~<X» - Ba> *-~ 

subject to P»Xt + P*X» « M. 

The next step in  solvino this constrained maximization 

problem is  to first  define the  necessaru  first-order 

conditions and sufficient second-order conditions. 

The necessaru first-order conditions for & 

constrained maximization oroblem mrm defined as those 

conditions that must hold for a potential maximum value 

of a function to exist. Even if the necessaru 

first-order conditions *r* met. the function is onlu 

ootentiallu at its maximum value. Additional 

second-order conditions determine whether a function 

that meets its necessaru first-order conditions is at a 

maximum, minimum« or an inflection point. Furthermore, 

since it is a realistic restriction to limit the 

Quantities of X» tnd X» to be the set of nonneaative 

numbers, the terms maximum and minimum in this thesis 

refer to the relative and not the Global extreme points 

of a function. 
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Basically, the necessary first-order condition for 

a function of a single variable to reach its maximum 

value is that the derivative of the function with 

respect to its variable must equal zero. Mathematicians 

define the derivative of a function as the rate of 

chanae of a function with respect to a very small change 

in its variable.* Thus, when the derivative or rate of 

chanae of a function eauals zero, no small chanae in its 

variable can increase the value of the function. 

Therefore. it is a necessary reouirement that the 

derivative of a function eauals zero at the maximum 

value of the function. If the derivative of the 

function mere not eoual to zero, then the function would 

either be increasing or decreasina. Once aaain, even if 

the derivative of the function is zero, the function is 

still only potentially ^   its maximum value. 

The necessary first-order condition for a function 

of a sinQle variable only identifies candidates for & 

maximum value. Because the derivative of the function 

eauals zero, the slope of the function's curve is flat. 

The next step is to determine whether the function is at 

the peak of a hill (maximum), the bottom of a valley 

(minimum), or is at an inflection point. The sufficient 

second-order condition test utilizes the second 

derivative of a function. The second derivative of a 

function is the  derivative of the  first derivative of 
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the function. In other words the second derivative is 

the rate of change of the first derivative. Therefore, 

if the second derivative of the function is evaluated at 

a point satisfuing the necessary first-order condition 

and is less than zero: then, the slope of the function's 

curve decreases with any small movement from that point 

and the function is at its maximum >/alue. Likewise, if 

the second derivative is areater than zero, then the 

slope of the function's curve increases with any small 

movement from that point and the function is at its 

minimum value. If the second derivative is equal to 

zero, than the function may still be at either a 

maximum, minimum, or an inflection point. An additional 

test such as the "Nth-derivative test" is reauired to 

determine what tuDe of extreme point exists.3 

For a function of more than one variable to reach 

its maximum value, the necessaru first-order conditions 

are that the partial derivatives of the function must 

all eoual zero. The term "partial derivative" is the 

derivative of a function with respect to one of its 

variables while all the other variables are held 

constant. Thus, when all the partial derivatives of a 

function eaual zero, there is no combination of small 

chancjes in the variables of the function that will 

increase its value. However, additional second-order 

conditions again determine whether the function is at  a 

i,yiiyitV%V*Via*WVV.rtÄ^^ 
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maximum, minimum or an inflection point. The? 

appropriate sufficient second-order conditions for a 

function of more than one variable are more complex and 

are detailed in a separate appendix for each constrained 

optimization problem solved in this thesis. 

As described above, the necessary first-order 

conditions to maximize a function simply involve settinq 

the partial derivatives of the function with respect to 

each of its variables eaual to zero. For a function of 

n variables this results in n eauations in n unknowns. 

The two reauirements to solve a sustem of linear 

equations are that the number of eauations eaual the 

number of unknowns and that the eauations »re linearly 

independent. However, in our constrained maximization 

problem, there is one additional eauation (the budaet 

constraint) but no additional variables. In order to 

add another variable to our problem, we can emplou the 

Laqrange multiplier method. The Laaranqian method 

involves expressing the utility function, U(X»,Xa), as a 

function of an additional independent variable, which is 

called the Lagranae multiplier, or z in this problem. 

This is accomplished in the followina manner. The 

utility function is rewritten from 

U(X,.X») «= <X» - Pt>~<XÄ - p..*>*-~ 

to 

L(Xt,Xa,z) « <Xt - B,)
V(X, - Ba)»"

v + 2<M - P,Xt - Pr>X*>. 
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This new  form  of  the utility  function  embodies  the 

budget constraint and is called the Laqranqian  function 

which is  represented  bu  the letter  L.    Taking  the 

derivative of the Lagrangian function L with respect  to 

Xt« Xa, and z yields the following necessary first-order 

conditions (Li is the derivative of the function L  with 

respect to Xi, etc.): 

Lt * v(X, - Bi)v"MXa - B*>*-~ - zPi « 0 

L« ■ (1 - vXXi - Bt>v<X» - Ba)-V - zPÄ = 0 

L* - M - P,Xt - PaXa - 0. 

The condition that L« = M  - P*X* - PaXa = 0  Guarantees 

that the servicemember  spends his entire  income on  Xt 

and X».  Therefore, the term  z(M - PiXt - PaX-a> in  the 

Laqranqian function L(Xt. X».  z) is zero reqardless  of 

the value of z.  As a result, the maximum values of  the 

Laaranaian function L(X», X*. z)  are the same as  those 

of the utility function U(Xt, X^) since 

L(Xt, X2, z) ■ U(Xt. X«) + z<M - P*XT - P,X»). 

Furthermore, the Laoranqe multiplier method is more 

than a useful mathematical device to solve a constrained 

maximization problem.   The Laoranqe  multiplier z  also 

has an important economic  interpretation.  Solvinq  the 

above conditions Li and L» for z yields: 

z * Cv(Xt - Bt)
v-MXa - Ba)*-~:i/P, 

and 

z - Cd-vHX« - Bt>v(Xa - Ba)-V3/P». 

  i*WWWLVJV\mAATlft.'WWWVLV\^^ 
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This is the same as z = \JX/PX « Ua/PÄ (Ui is the partial 

derivative of the utility function with respect to Xt, 

etc.). Hence, z is the marginal utility of each good 

divided by its price or the marginal utility of income. 

Since economists assume a consumer prefers more of any 

good to less (with all other conditions held equal) the 

marginal utility of income is positive. Therefore, the 

Lagrange multiplier in our problem also leads the 

servicemember to spend his entire income on the only 

goods available that give him utility. 

Given this explanation of the Lagrange multiplier 

method and the resulting necessary first-order 

conditions L», L*. and L* above, the next step is to 

derive the servicemember*s demand eauations for housing 

and nonhousing goods and services. Solving these three 

necessary first-order conditions <Lt « L* « Lm - 0) 

simultaneously yields: 

X* « Bt + v(M - PtBt - ParBa)/P» 

and 

X» « Ba + <1 - v)CM - P»B» - Ps»Ba3/Pa 

as the optimal consumption amounts of housing and 

nonhousing goods and services to maximize utility.* The 

expression for the optimal amount of Xt states that the 

servicemember should procure the subsistence amount of 

housing <B») plus the amount of housing that can be 

bought with  the marginal  budget share  of housing  <v> 

f«fcimiiui«iiu*iti#uirtii*uiftri#uif^^ 
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times the income left after purchasing the subsistence 

levels of housing and nonhousinq goods and services. 

Likewise, the expression for X2 states the optimal 

amount of nonhousinq qoods and services is the 

subsistence amount <B») plus the amount that can be 

bought with the marqinal budget share of nonhousina 

qoods and services (1-v) times the income left after 

purchasing the subsistence levels of housina and 

nonhousinq qoods and services. 

Hence, we have derived expressions for the optimal 

quantities to consume of Xt and Xa in order to maximize 

utility. However. to continue designing the variable 

compensation program we need to solve what 

mathematicians call the dual problem to the constrained 

maximization problem above. Solving this dual problem 

will provide the implied expenditure function for our 

typical servicemember„ Walter Nicholson defines the 

concept of "duality* in this manner: 

Any constrained maximjzation problem has 

associated with it a dual problem in 

constrained minimization that focuses 

attention on the constraints in the orininal 

(•primal") problem.... The dual problem for 

the consumer is to minimize the expenditure 

needed to achieve a oiven level of utility.* 

** «*-*?*L*M»*>*+>M »•*>* r» TT» «tt^ «-«♦*«» lm «*« »W »L» 1^ If ^W.jJlJiJ^jJiagJ^+JSAl^ 
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Given  this  definition  of   duality,  the  dual   cost 

minimization   problem   to    our   original    utility 

maximization problem above is: 

minimize P*Xi + P^X* m  M 

subject to U(X», X») - U-. 

The notation is the same with the exception that utility 

is fixed at the maximum level of utility achieved in the 

original  problem  Above  (U«3).     Solving  this   cost 

minimization problem with the Laqrange multiplier method 

discussed above gives us the Lagrangian expression: 

L » P*Xt + PaXa + z<U° - <X, - Bt)v(Xa - B*>*-v). 

Then, takina the derivative of L with respect to X,. X*. 

and  z  yields   the  followina  necessaru   first-order 

corditions: 

Li ■ Pi - zv(Xt - B*>~-*<X* - B>)*"v * 0 

La » P, - Z(l - vXX, - B»>^(XÄ - BÄ>-
V * 0 

L„ • U» - <Xt - Bt)
v(X-» - B»>*-~ « 0. 

Solvjno the three simultaneous eauations above melds: 

X, • Bt ♦ CvP»/(<l - v)P,)3»"n)° 

and 

Xa « Ba ♦ CvPa/((l - v)?»)]"^0 

as  the  optimal  consumption  amounts  of  houuna  and 

nonhousina aoods and  services to minimize  expenditures 

in obtainino the level U° of utilitu.* 

An  expenditure function  represents thi»  minimum 

expenditure needed to achieve a aiven level of  utility. 

AffcWl^W.acAUGAC&. 9C V. VIRATA*. V ^8«litrJlfJWrVJW*^rVlitfLV*^ «^*k*kQASü'W 



Thus, it is a function  of prices and the given  utility 

level.    The expenditure  function  for  our   typical 

servicemember is expressed as: 

E<Pi, Pa, U°> = PiX*(Pt, Pa, U°> + PaXaCPt, Pa, U°). 

Substituting for X»  and Xa from  the cost  minimization 

solution above uieldss 

E<Pi, Pa, U°) * P»Bx + PaBa + U°P,
vPa»-

vv-v(1 - v)v-».» 

So far we have specified a Stone-Gearu utilitu 

function for a typical servicemember and have derived 

the implied cost minimizina expenditure function. Given 

a specific utility level and prices of housina and 

nonhousina aoods and services, the expenditure function 

for our typical servicemember makes the followino 

statement. A servicemember will spend enouah to 

purchase the subsistence levels of housing and 

nonhousina goods end services CP»P» + PaB*> plus an 

additional amount. This additional amount is a function 

of the specified utilitu level, prices, and the marginal 

budoet shares of housing and nonhousina goods and 

services <U°Pi~Pa*-vv-~<1 - v>~-*>. 

The concept of the variable compensation program is 

to derive an expenditure function for a typical 

servicemember that provides an eauitable paid 

compensation value for a particular pauar*de in *nu 

assignment location. This expenditure function is; 

E(Pt« Pa*    U°) « P»B, ♦ PaBa ♦ U°P,VP,»—v— i\    - v>—*. 

u *h«fLrBft». l*U1**J A. KfA .r.w.^^ »A.-^."ä.-*äJVUV- w*j^ÄA«J*a*r^*> ML\ä n*">* \* *x%x !\*TUtf^TU**J^>^X¥^XJ^^J>V*V^^ 
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Section 3.3 of this thesis discusses determining 

appropriate levels of U° for the various paugrades. 

Section 3.4 discusses the availability of the various 

types of data the variable compensation program 

reauires. The other terms in the expenditure function 

we need to know are the values for B*, B«, and v since 

(1-v) follows directly from v. Thus, the terms U°. Pt, 

and Pa will be given. However, the terms Bi, Bm« and v 

are unknown and must therefore be estimated. Once we 

have estimated values for B*, B», and v we can plug 

these values into the expenditure function along with 

the given values of U°, Pt« and P» for a specific 

pauarade in a specific assianment location. Then we can 

solve the expenditure function for the appropriate level 

of expenditure necessaru to achieve the aiven utility 

level in that location. The next section discusses the 

procedures of estimatina the parameters B,, B*. and v 

<the subsistence levels of housmo. nonhousina aoods and 

services, and the marginal budoet share of housinq, 

respectively) • 

I 
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3.2 ESTIMATING THE PARAMETERS 

This section describes the process of estimating 

the three parameters B*, B», and v in the expenditure 

function for our typical servicemember which was derived 

in Section 3.1. First, the concept of duality between 

utility maximization and cost minimization problems is 

addressed again. Then, the econometric specification 

for the amount spent on housing (Xi> and nsnhousing 

goods and services <Xa) is derived. Finally, Stone's 

estimation methodology is described in detail and other 

estimation methods are highlighted. 

Section 3.1 discussed the concept of duality in 

which for every "primal" constrained utility 

maximization problem there exists a dual cost 

minimization problem that is constrained by the level of 

utility achieved in the primal problem. Chiang, m his 

te•*tbool . Fundamental Methods of Mathemat i_c_al_ Economics, 

further states that: 

In fact, since the optimal values of the obiective 

functions in the primal and in the dual are always 

identical, we now have the option of picking the 

easier of the two programs to work with:... it *<$ 

always possible also to translate the solution 

values of the dual-proaram variables into those of 

the primal-program variables and vice versa." 

aw« *••** k*irtrtH«ir,Mi.*^*ii»li«..**B«<»**.*irt..al.« a * * * » ««ft» *A *» *..J»». M «!,**«*« ^M*U, *Ji*LM * 
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Thus, the optimal values of X» and Xa for the primal 

utility maximization and dual cost minimization problems 

in Section 3.1 are the same. Accordingly, the 

expenditure function in the dual cost minimization 

problem, E(Pi,Pa,U°) * PiX4<P»,Pa,U°> + PaXa(Pi,Pa,U°) 

yields the same solution as the summation of 

expenditures in the primal utility maximization problem, 

M = PiXi(P»,P»,M) + PaXa<P»,Pa,M>. 

As a result, either expression for the optimal 

values of X4 and XÄ can be used to estimate the three 

parameters Bt. Ba, and v. I use the Marshallian demand 

equations Xt<P4,Pa,M) and X*<P».Pa,M) because the 

exoaenous income variable is easier to measure. 

Regression or econometric analysis iz, necessary to 

estimate the parameters B», P». and v. This is 

accomplished by examining how these three parameter* *r& 

related to other Inown variables. The first steo in 

estimating these parameters is to derive the econometric 

specification for the amount of money spent on housing 

<Xt> and nonhousing goods and services <Xa>. In Section 

3.1 the optimal amounts of housing and nonhousing good?? 

and services were 

X,(P,,P„M) • B, ♦ v(M - P%?t - P*B*)/P% 

and 

Xa<Pi,P».M> ■ B» ♦ <1 - v>CM - P%T%   - P»ft-»)/P9, 

h ■«raiffl«!«^^ ^Kf&jm 



Hence, the amount of money spent on housing is 

PiX» ■ PiBi + v(M - P»Bi - PaBa>. Similarly, the amount 

»pent on nonhousing goods and services is 

Ps*Xa - PaBa + (1 - v)CM - P»Bt - PaBÄ3. That is, the 

amount spent on either housing or nonhousing goods and 

services is the amount spent on its subsistence level 

plus its marginal budget share times the amount of 

income available after the subsistence levels of both 

commodities are  purchased. 

Therefore, the general exoression for the amount 

spent on either type of commodity iss 

P*X* * vtM +Z.jVt JPJ. In this expression i * 1.2 and 

.1 * 1,2 where 1 represents housina and 2 represents 

nonhousing goods and services. M is the aiven level of 

income. Pt is the price of the specified commodity. xt 

is the Quantity of the commodity. Bt is the subsistence 

level of it. anö vt is its marginal budoet share 

<v» * v, v* « i~v>. On the other hand, P.j, XJt Bj, and 

vj arm the respective values of the other type 

commodity» The term vtJ eauals -v»Pj if i is not equal 

to j and it equals <l-v»)B» if i eoual» j. The 

summation sign !_, sums the expression v^Pj for both 

vfiuii of j. 5olving this oenerai t::prvü;cn *or i * 1 

to derive the amount soent on housing yields} 

P,X» - vM ♦ (I-v)P.B« - vP*B». This is the 

same as 

■ ****** iiMaji tos«mMiUfSjittA«inL««^urftirtiK«M % tfiuftt m> -% ;.%VVLVLVA\ WA w AW ATST»* *J » J» * J> * s •jftAMk*rfHrtMirMftnAi #« AAAAMin 
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P*Xi - Px&t     +  v(M  - PiBi  - PaBa>,  which was  derived 

earlier in this section as the amount spent on housing. 

Now, the econometric specification of the general 

equation for the amount spent on either housing or 

nonhousing goods and services is 

Pi*Xt* * ViMt +2JVIJPJ* + uit. The letter t represents 

the time period for the exogenous (given) parameters 

price <P), auantitu <X>, and income <M>. The letters 

i « 1,2 and j « 1,2 where 1 and 2 represent housing and 

nonhousing goods and services, respectively. In the 

terminology of regression analysis, the term P**Xt* is 

the dependent variable of the amount sp^nt on the 

specified commodity. M* and Pj* »re the independent 

variables or repressers of income and the price of the 

J, or other type, commodity. The term u4* is the error 

term in estimating the amount spent on the specified 

commodity. The two major reasons the error term is 

present in the econometric specification «re meaiurement 

and stochastic errors.* Measurement error includes the 

error in collecting the data on servicemember** 

expenditures due to such mistakes as reporting and 

recording inaccuracies. Stochastic error includes th*? 

combined errors of omitting independent variables in the 

econometric specification that influence the dependent 

variable. Thus, the error term u*% is the sum of 

measurement and  stochastic  errors  in  estimating   h«? 

t M iA«U«A -JM il V-»*-» W* ÄirtT-li f* J* k% JfcMTSi* IT* -11V* V» -1 kHVU>^> -*« -> -> -"* k*JP S* -> M> J* Ä.V -"* JV WV W A^VAAÄ^>^\i\ 
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dependent variable of the amount spent on either 

composite commodity. The terms v* and v4J are the 

unknown coefficients of the respective regressors M* and 

Pj*. The estimates for vt and v4J mill provide us with 

estimates for v, Bi, and Ba. 

Therefore, the econometric specification states 

that the amount spent by servicemembers on housing and 

nonhousing goods and services for a particular period of 

time t is known, along with the respective prices facinq 

servicemembers. the quantities they consume or each 

category, and their available incomes. This given data 

is then used to estimate the unknown parameters of v« 

and vtJ, 

Generally. the most basic techniaue used in 

estimating parameters is the method of ordinary least 

squares. Ordinary least squares makes the following 

assumptions about the error terms. (1) The expected 

value of each error term is zero. (2) The variance of 

each error term is constant. (3) The covariance (& 

measure of positive« negative« or zero relation between 

two variables) of each error term with every other error 

term is zero. In other words« the error terms »rm 

independent of each other. The objective of ordinary 

least SQuar#s i« to minimize the summation of the error 

terms squared» In this problem, the error tern» 

u»% * P.»*t* - v»M% -XjVtJPj%*  Thus« the ordinary least 

I 
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squares  method  would  minimize  the  summation  of 

CP**X4* - v4M*  -IjVtjPj«3
a for  all values of  i and  j 

(i - 1,2, J ■ 1,2). 

It is easier to derive the equations for the 

estimated parameters by rewriting the econometric 

specification in the following matrix terms. Let 

P**Xt« * Y* which is the (2x1) matrix of 

CPa«Xt% Pa*Xa*3'. Let X* be the (2x6) matrix of 

H» Pt% P-»* 0 0   0 1 

0  0    0  M* Pi* P»*|.   Let 6 be  the (6x1) matrix  of 

tvt vu vt» v* v-t» v»»3 . 

Finally, let u* « the (2x1) matrix of Cut« u««3 .   Now, 

the econometric specification 

Pi»X|% * V|M, + ^.»vtJP,J# + u«t is rewritten as 

Y% ■ X#G ♦ u*. The ordinary least squares method of 

estimation is to minimize the sum of sauared errors. 

The error term to** time period t is u*, which is eaual 

to Y% - X»<5 . Hence, using the above matri;: notation, 

the sum of souared errors over all time period*» 

<t«l,...,k) is written as <Y - X6 { (Y - XG ). 

Y is the (2kxl) column vector CP%%Xt» P**X»t3 for 

t«l.....lc. 

X is the (2^x6) matrix M* P%+   P», 0  0    0 

0  0   0  rU Pt. P„ 

for tM I'. 

JnWW^VI^ 
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The term u  is the  <2kxl) column vector  CiUt u-Ä* ]  for 

t«l,...,k. 

Let 

D = <Y - XG>' <Y - XG>. 

Then, using rules of matrix multiplication: 

D ■ YY - YXG - <XG)Y + (XG)'xG. 

Since YXG is a (lxl) matrix, then 

Y'XG = <XG)' Y and 

D = YY - 2GXY + GVXG. 

Thus, the problem is to; 

minimize D = YY - 2GX'Y + GXXG. 

Taking the derivative of D with respect to G and setting 

it equal to zero yields: 

dD/dG = -2XY + 2x'xG « 0. 

Since 

-XY + x'xG - 0 

then 

G * Cx'x]-*XY 

which is the matrix of estimates for the parameters.10 

However, if the assumption that the error terms are 

independent is dropped, then the matrix of parameter 

estimates becomes G = CXA-*X3-»XA~*Y where A is the 

covariance matrix of the error terms. The covariance 

matrix is the matrix of the covariances of each error 

term with itself and everu other error term. 

■ "M. »v ryM«uA(#j^«LA.'#j«mL'WL'WL WL.M* -%* T,•*. AAn* ?ji Ml Ml Mi \M Ml MtMt *Jk * Ji Mi Ml Mi Mi KM "LM MtMf \d 
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This  is important because an essential feature  of 

the econometric specification 

PitXit ■ ViM* +^jVijPjt + Uu is that the covariance 

matrix is singular. The significance of the covariance 

matrix being singular is that it cannot be inverted 

(A""1) which is a requirement to solve for the estimators 

when the error terms Are  not independent. 

To  prove that the  covariance matrix is  singular 

first apply the adding up constraint that 

PitXit + PstXa« = 1%.*»  Since, 

PttXit = ViMt + (1 - Vi)Pt*Bi - VtPatBa + LU* 

and 

PatrXa* ■ <1 - Vt)M* - (1 - VtJPitBx + VtPatB» + Uat 

then 

M*   =   Mtrd    -   v»    +   Vi)    +    Pi*Bt<l    -   Vi   -   1    +   Vi)    + 

PatBa(V|    ~   Vt)    +   Uit   +   Uat< 

Thus, 

M*   =   M*   +   Utt   +   Uat 

and 

0    «    Uit     +    U2f 

The error terms u*% and u»* sum to zero. By 

definition, the covariance matrix is eaual :o the 

expected value of the column vector of error terms u* 

multiplied by its transpose u*. This is expressed as 

A « E<u*u* ) where A is the covariance matrix, E stands 

for expected value, and u* is the column vector of error 

L_ aiDfyKwxsMWfrawv^ 
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terms.  If A is multiplied  by a row vector of all  ones 

(designated   by    i')    this    is    equivalent    to 

.• /i . • i A ■ i E(LU LU) = E(i UtUt ).  Since, i u* is the  same 

as summing all the error terms, then i'u* = 0. 

Accordingly, i/A = 0 and the inverse of A is  undefined. 

Thus, the covariance matrix cannot be inverted and it is 

singular. 

Given that the covariance matrix A is singular for 

this particular econometric specification, the equation 

G = C XA~1X 3""*XA"-*Y can no longer be used to solve for 

the estimates of the parameters. Hence, another method 

is required to solve for the estimates of the unknown 

parameters. 

One way of solving this problem is a techniaue by 

Richard Stone. This method is an iterative ordinary 

least squares approach.ia Stone's technique minimizes 

the sum of squared errors for 

PitX4t  =  v*M*  + ijVtjPjt  +  Lit«  as  follows.    The 

restrictions on v4J are     that vtJ equals  -vtB,j if i  is 

not equal to j and v4j equals (1 - vt)Bt if i equals  j. 

First set Bt = B« - 0.  This leaves 

PitXit * vtMt + Uif 

The estimates vt can be derived by regressing income 

against expenditure for a specified commodity. These 

estimates of vA are   denoted v4
<0>.  These estimates  for 
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Vi can be used to derive estimates for B» and B^ in  the 

following manner. 

P**Xn- - V,<°>M<: *I,,VijPj* + Uit. 

Given the definition of Vi.,, then 

Bi = v ii/ (: 1-v t) 

and 

Vi., = -v*v,,j/( 1-v.,). 

Thus, 

P**Xi«. - v1
(0>Mt = -S.tv, <°>/(l - v (<

0> ) ]v ,jPlt. + u<«.. 

Everu variable  is qiven  except  for v%JJ.    Repression 

analysis can provide  an estimate  for vJJM   This  also 

gives an estimate for B4  since B* = Vu/d-vJ.   These 

estimates for B« are denoted as Bj<0> and can be used to 

derive new  estimates  for  vt.   This  iterative  least 

sauares approach  of usina  estimates for  v, to  derive 

estimates for Bi and then usina the estimates for B«  to 

derive new  estimates for  v«.  etc, is  repeated  until 

convenience is reached.   The main  drawback of  Stone's 

method  is  the  lenoth  of  time  it  takes  to   reach 

convergence. 

Other more complex methods of treatina this problem 

of a singular covariance matrix for this econometric 

specification include the Gradient and Newton-Raphson 

techmaue and the ridqe-walkinq algorithm. Formal 

treatments of these technioues are found in chapter 4 of 

Deaton C1975 3 listed in  the bibllographu.  Deaton  also 
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discusses the technique of maximum likelihood estimation 

for solving this problem in Deaton C1974D. The purpose 

of maximum likelihood estimation is to find the 

estir,«les of the parameters that are "most likely to 

generate the observed sample."13 This technique first 

states the likelihood function for a sample and then 

maximizes it to find the best estimators of the 

parameters. 

Whatever techniaue  is  used,  the  expenditure 

function for a typical servicemember, 

E(Pi, Pa, U°) = PtBi + PaBa + U°P» ^»»-^v^ ( 1 - v)^"S 

now has  estimates for  the parameters  Pi, Ba,  v,  and 

(1 - v).  The next section discusses how the  Department 

of Defense can determine the appropriate utility  levels 

(U°) for the various paygrades. 
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3.3 DETERMINING UTILITY LEVELS FOR THE DIFFERENT 

PAYGRADES 

This section discusses a method for determining 

appropriate utility levels for the various paygrades in 

the armed services. These levels of utility (U°) can 

then be used in the expenditure function for a typical 

servicemember which was derived in Section 3.1 in order 

to derive the appropriate compensation levels. 

Basically, these utility levels will be a reflection of 

how happy the Department of Defense (DoD) wants the? 

various ranks of servicemembers to be in order to retain 

a sufficient number of personnel in the armed services, 

while staying within the defense budget. Essentially, 

the DoD already calculates the desired utility levels 

for servicemembers in the various paygrades through its 

annual budget process for military compensation. DoD 

analyzes the effects of pay increases and decreases 

through the Annualised Cost of Leaving (ACOL) model for 

servicemembers. First, an overview of the existing ACOL 

model for servicemembers is presented. Then, the? 

ability of the ACOL model to project retention rates of 

servicemembers and the corresponding military career 

force structure and utility levels for each paygrade is 

discussed. Finally. some shortfalls of the static 

nature of  the   typical  servicemember*s   expenditure 

*       • ■ »M^iru^w^^irfln^^^ 
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function  in  this   military  compensation  model   are 

examined. 

A 1986 special  study by the Congressional  Budget 

Office of the United States summarized the ACOL model in 

the following manner: 

The ACOL model relates the reenlistment 

decision of a service member to a comparison 

between the present value of the total 

pecuniary and nonpecuniary returns to leaving 

military service immediately, the total 

returns to staying for the optimal number of 

additional years and then leaving the 

military, and other factors such as civilian 

unemployment rates and members' taste for 

military service. The optimal additional 

career is the one that maximizes the net 

present value of the military career. All 

things being equal, real increases 

(decreases) in basic pay bolster <lower) the 

cost of leaving military service immediately, 

thus raising (lowering) the reenlistment 

rates. The change in reenlistment rates can 

be used to derive new continuation rates 

which, in turn, lead to a new career force.1* 

v*toi*n^viw^ 
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Fundamentally, the ACOL model can project changes in the 

retention rates of servicemembers based on changes in 

several variables including their income. 

A description of the mechanics of the ACOL model is 

presented below in a manner closely similar to that in 

John Warner and Matthew Goldberg's discussion of the 

ACOL model in their February 1984 article in The Revieu 

of Economics and Statistics which is listed in the 

bibliography. The utility to a servicemember of staying 

in the military for n more years is designated as Un. 

Un is the sum of the present value of military pay and a 

monetary equivalent for the member's taste for military 

life over the period of n years plus the sum of the 

present value of military retirement pay, civilian 

earnings, and a monetary eauivalent for the member's 

taste for the aspects of civilian life over the period 

(n + 1) years through his life expectancy. Hence, U„ is 

written as: 

U„ «= l^j-ttMj + Vm)d-J + tTJ-«*»<RJr, * WJT, + Vc)dJ 

where 

Mj«the individual's expected military pay in each 

future year of service, j*l,...vs, where s 

equals the maximum allowable additional years 

of service 

*>VKVllV>JttV>A>A>V*VHV*V*^^ 
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Rj««the yearly  retired  pay  the  individual  will 

receive  after  n   more  years  of   service; 

j « n + 1,...,T, where T is life expectancy 

Wjo^the  future   civilian  earnings  stream   the 

individual expects  to  receive if  he  leaves 

immediately, j = 1,...,T 

WJT>=the  future   civilian  earnings   stream   the 

individual expects  to  receive if  he  leaves 

after n more periods, j * n + 1,...,T 

p=the individual's yearly discount rate 

dJ=(l/(l * p))J = the present value at the time  of 

the reenlistment decision of a dollar received 

j years in the future, J « 1,...,T. 

Let V«, and V« denote the "taste factors" or  annual 

monetary equivalents of the non-monetary aspects of 

military and civilian life, respectively.1' 

The utility to a servicemember of leaving the» 

military immediately is designated as Uc. U« is the 

present value of the sum of expected civilian earning«* 

and the member's taste for the aspects of civilian life 

over the rest of his expected life. Therefore. U« is 

written as: 

Uc « I.TJ-»(WJ« ♦ V«>d^. 

The cost to a member of leaving the military is 

defined as the difference between the present value of 

staying in  the  military  for n  more  years  (U«>  and 
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leaving the military immediately <U&) and is  designated 

as Cf,.  This is expressed as 

C„ - U„ - U« - t"j.i<Mj + Vm)dJ + XTj-„*» 

<Rj« + WJf, + v*«)dJ - 2.Tj-i(WJO + V«)dJ. 

Accordingly, the situation in which a servicemember will 

stay in  the military  is when  the cost  of leaving  is 

nonnegative or Cn  • Un - U«. > 0-  This can be  expressed 

as: 

C« «rj.iMjdJ ^tTj-.«*»(Rj« + WJT,)dJ -I
Tj-i(WJO)dJ 

>rj-»^c - v-m)dJ. 

Furthermore, if Cn is divided by the sum of the term d~», 

then the cost to a servicemember of leaving the military 

is annualized and is designated by A„. Likewise. if 

each side of the eauation above for C« > 0 is divided by 

the sum of the term d.j. then the condition for a 

servicemember to stay in the military is rewritten as: 

A„ * C„/Xr\J..»d-' > (V« - Vm). A„ is the annual ired cost 

of leaving or ACOL value for an individual servicemember 

and (V« - V*.) is the individual's net preference for 

civilian life. Therefore, this equation states that a 

servicemember will stay in the military for n more years 

if the annualized cost of leaving is greater than the 

member's net taste for the aspects of civilian life. 

With this background of what a servicemember*s 

annualized cost of leaving represents, the next step i* 

to summarize how the  ACOL model can estimate  retention 

™^^w*iMu*riiw.-«.^r^ 
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rates of servicemembers. As described above, the ACOL 

value for an individual servicemember is the annualized 

value of the difference in expected pay between staying 

in the military for n more years and leaving the 

military immediately. The ACOL values for the various 

paygrades could be calculated from data on the present 

military force structure available through the Defense 

Manpower Data Center,1* Moreover, the Defense Manpower 

Data Center could also provide the current retention 

rates of the various paygrades. These retention rates 

can be used to calculate the current career force 

structure of the military. 

Now, the ACOL model can estimate retention rates in 

the following manner. The primary regression eauation 

in the ACOL model is ln(R/(l - R)> * a + bACOL «■ u 

where; In is natural logarithm, R is the rention rate 

by paygrade, a is a constant parameter, b is the 

coefficient of the independent variable ACOL, and u is a 

random error term.*T Given the current values of ACOL 

and Rf ordinary least squares regression analysis can 

estimate values for a and b. Then, if the DoD 

experiments with different pay levels for the various 

paygrades, new ACOL values can be calculated. The new 

retention rates ^rw derived by substituting the new ACOL 

values and estimates of a and b into the equation above. 

These new retention rates can then be used to  calculate 
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the new projected career force structure of the 

military. Thus, the DoD can use the ACOL model to 

project what the retention rates of servicemembers and 

the corresponding military force structures will be 

using various options of increases or decreases in 

compensation levels. 

The point behind this overview and discussion of 

the ACOL model is that it is already used by the DoD and 

it can be used to derive the utility levels of the 

various paygrades needed in the development of the 

variable compensation program in this thesis- In the 

ACOL model presented above, the annualized utility 

received by a servicemember for staying in the military 

n more years is 

A« • CT.j-.tMjd-» *-lTj-—,<RJW ♦ W.J„)d^ -Vj-iCW^dJ:}/ 

If only the term In,»»tHJdJ/l
f*.>.töJ is calculated, this 

results in the portion of annualized utility that is 

attributable to what can be bought with military pay. 

In this thesis, a servicemember only derives utility 

from consumption of the composite goods housing or 

nonhousing goods and services. Therefore, the process 

of the ACOL model yields the annualized utility levels 

by paygrade that »rm attributable to the potential 

consumption of housing ^nä nonhousing goods and services 

with military pay.  As a result, these values of utility 
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can be used as estimates of U° in the expenditure 

function of a typical servicemember derived in Section 

3.1. 

It should be acknowledged here that the variable 

compensation program in this thesis derives a static 

expenditure function for a typical servicemember which 

is based on a given level of utility for the present 

year. This static model solves the problem of how a 

servicemember should allocate a given level of total 

expenditure or income among the available goods and 

services to achieve a certain level of utility. In 

essence, it assumes away problems that affect decisions 

regarding the "timing of purchases* such as changes in: 

interest rates* expected levels of income and inflation, 

age» and labor supply constraints.** Furthermore, it 

does not address the element of savings. 

A key shortfall of a model that does not include 

the element of savings is that over a typical person*« 

life cycle there is a general pattern of saving and 

dissaving that will greatly influence the person's 

consumption pattern. People save for a number of 

reasons. Cash outlays for college tuition and down 

payments on auto.rtobi les and homes often require months 

or years of prior savings. The uncertainty of future 

employment or anticipated consumption requirements 

during retirement also induce many people to save dun no 

-  AÄiÄÄÄW>t;JkÄi^%tf*WÄi^^ 
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their working years. Deaton and Muellbauer (1980) 

summarize a typical person's life cycle savings profile 

in the following way. 

Household consumption needs »rm  highest in 

the years  of  family  formulation  while 

income flows are lowest after  retirement. 

Consequently, the early years of the  life 

cycle are likely to be ones of  low-saving 

or dissaving.   Later  on, savings  become 

positive reaching a  peak sometime  before 

retirement, after  which  point  there  is 

dissaving.   Consequently,  the  aggregate 

relationship   between   consumption   and 

income depends upon both the age structure 

of the  population  and  on  the  relative 

incomes of  different  age  groups  within 

it.»* 

Thus, the  total impact  that savings  would have on  a 

typical  servicem©ffiber*s   consumption  function  would 

depend on the age structure of the military forces  and 

the relative pay levels of the different age groups.  An 

additional  consideration   is   that   the  military's 

relatively generous retirement system may induce members 

of all  ages to  save less  of their  incomes for  their 

retirement than people of other professions. 
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Two possible ways of incorporating savings into 

this static variable compensation program are to include 

it as a consumption good or treat it as expenditures 

that are deferred until a person retires. The first 

method would basically add another consumption good (X3) 

to the typical servicemember' s utility function t hat- 

represents saving as a certain percentage of income. 

The main problem with this approach is that most people 

do not save money just for the sake of saving money. 

People save money in order to purchase goods and 

services at a later date. The second method of treating 

savings as expenditures that are deferred until one 

retires is a more accurate and complex approach. One 

way to accomplish this would be to analyze tl*e average 

price levels of the locations where the majority of 

servicemembers retire. The amount of savings a typical 

servicemember would need to retire in these areas could 

be expressed as a function of the price levels of major 

categories of goods and services. Accordingly, the DoD, 

in its ACOL calculations for the proper utility levels., 

could either raise active duty or retirement pay levels 

to meet these savings requirements. 

In sum, the variable compensation program in this 

thesis is a static model that does not contain the 

factor of savinns. The expenditure function derived for 

a typical servicemember simply states what level of  pay 
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is necessary to enable a member to reach a certain level 

of utility in a specified geographic location in the 

United States. The ACOL model described in this section 

is a dynamic model that embodies expected future 

military and civilian incomes in deriving these 

annualized levels of utility for each paygrade. The 

important point is that, together, the ACOL model and 

the expenditure function provide the means to derive the 

equitable levels of incomes for servicemembers of the 

same paygrade in different geographical locations, which 

is the objective of the variable compensation program. 

The element of savings could be added to this model of 

military compensation. One method would be to treat 

savings as a third consumption good in the expenditure 

function. A better, yet more involved, way would be to 

treat savings as expenditures deferred until after a 

member retires and incorporate these expenditures into 

the ACOL model calculations of the appropriate utility 

levels. However, for the purposes of this thesis, the 

principle of savings is not included in the design of 

the variable compensation program. 

So  far,  Section 3.1  derived  the  expenditure 

function of a typical servicemember to be 

E(P», Pa, U°> ■ PiBt + PaBa + U°P i^t-My-v < j -. v)~-». 

Section 3.2 discussed techniaues to derive estimates for 

the parameters Bt,  Ba, v, and  (1 - v).   This  section 
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addressed an existing process to determine estimates of 

U° for the different paygrades in the military. The 

next section discusses the availability of the three 

different types of data required by the variable 

compensation program. 

$ 
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3.4 AVAILABILITY OF DATA 

This section discusses the availability of the 

following three types of data which are needed to 

implement the variable compensation program. First, 

expenditure data is necessary to estimate the parameters 

in the typical servicemember's expenditure function 

which was described in Section 3.2. Secondly, data is 

needed to estimate servicemembers' retention rates as a 

function of utility which was described in Section 3.3. 

Finally, geographic price data for the composite 

commodities of housing and nonhousing goods and services 

is necessary to provide appropriate price levels for the 

typical servicemember's expenditure function. In regard 

to this third category of data, the Department of 

Defense (DoD) rationale for creating their own data base 

of geographic housing expenditure is discussed, along 

with potential sources of independent geographic price 

data. 

The first category of data needed in this thesis is 

income and expenditure data to estimate the parameters 

of the typical servicemember's utility function. Once 

again, these parameters are B» (subsistence level of 

housing), Ba (subsistence level of nonhousing goods and 

services), v (marginal budget share of housing) and 

(l-v>, (marginal budget  share of  nonhousing goods  and 
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services). Similar studies have been conducted to 

estimate such parameters. One example is Deaton (1974). 

He used data from sources such as the United Kingdom 

Central Statistical Office: National Income and 

Expenditure, 1971 to estimate the marginal budget shares 

and subsistence levels of nine commodities for consumers 

in the United Kingdom from 1900-1970.»° Additional 

studies using income and expenditure data include 

Ashenfelter and Heckman (1974) and Ghez and Becker 

(1975). The main source of data used by Ashenfelter and 

Heckman in estimating income and substitution effects in 

their model of family labor supply came from the 1960 

Census of Population. The primary source of data used 

by Ghez and Becker in estimating "the elasticity of 

response of a family's consumption of goods to a change 

in" wage rates was the Bureau of Labor Statistics. 

Surveu  of   Consumer  Expenditures   for   1960-1961.sxl 
II  | —»■■■!■  I     W—^WPP*^P—i 1 -■■   I ■ - ■      II     HI      UM^II Mlllll  ■■■—■ ■ |    Mil I     | 

Furthermore, the  Bureau of  Labor Statistics.  Consumer- 

Expenditure Surveu; Interview Survey.  1984  provides 

recent annual income and seven major expenditure data 

categories for families which are classified by nine 

separate family character istics.aa These seven major 

categories of expenditure data 9^re housing, food and 

alcoholic beverages, apparel, transportation, health 

care, entertainment, and other. These expenditure? 

categories i\re   classified by  the following nine  family 
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characteristics: quintiles of income before taxes, 

quintiles of total expenditures, income before taxes, 

age of reference person, size of consumer unit, 

composition of consumer unit, number of earners in a 

consumer unit, housing tenure and by race of reference 

person, and region of residence (northeast, midwest, 

south, west). Thus, data on various levels of 

consumers' incomes and expenditures is available. DoD 

could use this data to represent servicemembers' income 

and expenditures. Accordingly, DoD could use this data 

on income, expenditures and prices to estimate the four 

parameters of the typical servicemember's expenditure 

function, as described in Section 3.2. 

The second type of data needed for the variable 

compensation program is data to estimate retention as a 

function of utility. This class of data is necessary to 

estimate the appropriate utility levels for the various 

paygrades in the military services. Warner and Goldberg 

(1984) used the annualized cost of leaving (ACOL) model 

in Section 3.3 to estimate these utility levels. The 

type of data used by Warner and Goldberg in their ACOL 

calculations for their model of Navy reenlistment 

behavior is presented next. 

Basically, Warner and Goldberg needed data to 

calculate the annualized values of military active dutu 

pay, retirement pay, and potential civilian earnings for 
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Navy enlisted personnel in their ACOL model. Their 

sources of data used in calculating these values were as 

follows (footnote 23 documents credit for all quoted 

material on these data sources): The Defense Manpower 

Data Center (DMDC) provided "background and military 

history data on 220,606 individuals" who decided between 

fiscal years 1974-1978 whether to remain in or leave the 

Navy after their first-term enlistment. This data plus 

military pay charts for each fiscal year were input into 

a "recursive dynamic programming algorithm" to calculate 

the expected military income for each individual. This 

algorithm included "average ^avu promotion probabilities 

for each fiscal year" by respective paygrade and years 

of service. The data used in calculating civilian 

earnings came from "a set of longitudinal earnings data 

on 12,000 enlisted personnel who left the military in 

FY1969 after one term of service." This data was the 

basis for estimating civilian earnings "as a function of 

... years of education, race, military entry test score, 

military occupation group, branch of military service, 

and linear and quadratic terms for years of post-service 

experience."33 Thus, Warner and Goldberg mainly 

utilized data sources available from the DMDC and 

military pay charts to estimate the ACOL values for the 

individual Navy seamen. ACOL expresses the utility a 

servicemember receives from staying  in the military  in 
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terms of wages (military and potential civilian 

earnings). Therefore, these utility levels for the 

various paygrades can be used in the typical 

servicemember's expenditure function in the variable 

compensation program. This expenditure function will 

now express the compensation level in wages for the 

typical servicemember as a function of prices and fixed 

utility levels expressed in wages. 

In addition to Warner and Goldberg (1984), there? 

are several other examples of models expressing 

retention as a function of utility. Some of these are; 

Gots and McCall (1980, 1984), Congressional Budget 

Office (1986), Ward and Tan (1985), Hosek and Peterson 

(March 1985, May 1985), Hiller (1982), and Chow and 

Pol ich (1980). The vast majority of these studies 

obtained data used in calculating military pay values 

from the DMDC and/or DoD Personnel Surveys. Data used 

in calculating potential civilian earnings came from 

sources including the Bureau of Census Population 

Surveys, Bureau of Labor Statistics' data on 

unemployment rates and average hourly wages in 

manufacturing, and Rand's Medical Survey of Retired 

Military Personnel. Hence, data is available and has 

been used in several models that can provide estimates 

of servicemembers* utility levels which are needed in 

the variable compensation program. 
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The final type of data needed in the variable 

compensation program is geographic price data for the 

over 340 military assignment locations in the United 

States. First, the DoD rationale for creating their own 

geographic housing expenditure data base in lieu of 

using independent geographic price data is discussed. 

Then, problems with the current DoD method and possible? 

sources of geographic price data, rather than 

expenditure data, are   presented. 

The DoD generates its own geographic housing 

expenditure data base in order to derive the variable 

housing allowance (VHA) rates in the current VHA 

program. This data is collected from a biennial sample 

survey of servicemembers' housing expenditures. DoD 

gives the following four main reasons for generating its 

own data base: <1> Civilian housing price indices are 

not available for many  military assignment area^. <2> 

The price data that is available is often not current. 

(3) Civilian housing price data does not provide a true 

picture of servicemembers* housing costs. This claim is 

made based on the condition that servicemembers move 

more frequently than their civilian counterparts and 

thus their housing costs reflect inflationary effects 

more Quickly. In addition, the transient nature of 

military life typically prevents servicemembers fron, 

enjoying the benefits of long-term rental agreements and 
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build-up of home equity. (4) Civilian price data is not 

available for the various paygrades in the military.3* 

As a result, the current VHA program is based on housing 

expenditure data, self-reported by servicemembers, 

rather than independent civilian housing price data. 

There are some problems with the current VHA rates 

being determined by self-reported expenditure data. To 

begin with, servicemembers know that under the current 

VHA program the more they spend on housing, the higher 

their VHA rates will be. Thus, this creates a potential 

tendency for servicemembers to spend more on housing 

than they otherwise would. Furthermore, DoD currently 

spends over »250,000 to conduct a sample housing 

expenditure survey.aa Finally. the current VHA 

calculations do not account for servi cemeiribers who 

choose to make large down payments on their homes to 

lower their monthly mortgage payments or live further 

from the base to trade-off longer commuting times for 

more manageable housing expenses."* These efforts of 

servicemembers to reduce their monthly housing 

expenditures penalize them in the current VHA program. 

Given that there is not an ideal set of price data 

on housing and nonhousing goods and services for every 

military assignment area in the United States, there is 

still potential for a better method of calculating VHA 

rates.  Two promising  sources of aeographic price  data 
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are the Bureau of Labor Statistics' Urban Family Budgets 

and the American Chamber of Commerce Researchers 

Association's Inter-Citg Cost of Living Indicators. 

The Autumn 1980 Urban Family Budgets and 

Comparative Indexes for Selected Urban Areas provides 

price indexes for eight categories of consumption in 25 

selected metropolitan areas and four nonmetropolitan 

areas.aT Moreover, this data is provided for three 

different budget levels for a specifically defined 

standard four-person family. The three different budget 

levels »re designated lower, intermediate, and higher. 

The key DoD complaint with this Bureau of Labor 

Statistics* data is that less than 20 percent of 

servicemembers »re assigned in these 25 metropolitan 

areas.*• 

Even though less than 20 percent of servicemembers 

»re assigned in the 25 metropolitan areas covered by the 

Bureau of Labor Statistics* Urban Familu Budgets. this 

data is still useful. It can be used in a model to 

estimate the cost of living variations among the 

different military assignment areas. One example of a 

multiple regression model of cost of living variations 

among different metropolitan areas is Haworth and 

Rasmussen (1973). Hauorth and Rasmussen developed a 

model that "explains over 60 percent of variations in 

**-**-*****A»A*ft*AiVÄr*irÄ #-#wrti <tirtnrKjr*»YjnLr*jrBF**iÄitf fc^*Jk*jiJtj|jaiSLVUuw\jVW^^ 
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the cost of living among metropolitan areas using three 

independent variables: city size, city form, and 

geographic region."** Their data  sources  for  these 

three independent variables are as follows: city size - 

the 1970 census metropolitan area population, city form 

- number of physical barriers (water and mountains 

inside the residential limits as determined from large 

maps) that "severely limited a city's expansion through 

a 30 degree arc from the Central Business District 

(CBD)," and geographic region - a dummy variable for 

whether or not the metropolitan area is in the South 

(one if in the South, zero otherwise),30 Their 

dependent variable, cost of living for a city, was cal:en 

from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, Three Budget Cost 

Estimates for an Urban Family of Four Persons, Spring 

1970 for thirty-eight metropolitan areas. 

Haworth and Rasmussen's model could be used to 

estimate the cost of living variations for the 25 

metropolitan areas at three different budget levels 

using the 1980 Bureau of Labor Statistics* data. For 

example, (using Haworth and Ra»mussen*s notation) the 

econometric specification for the cost of living of a 

citu is written as 

C* « btPop4 * b*Formt ♦ braRecs t + u». 

Ci is the cost of living in city I. POD» IS U»e 

population of city i.   Form» is the number of  physical 
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barriers to expansion in city i. Reg4 is the dummy 

variable for whether or not the city is in the South (as 

defined by the Bureau of Labor Statistics). The term u* 

is the error term. The terms b», ba* and b» are the 

regression coefficients for the city's population, form, 

and region, respectively. This multiple regression 

analysis could provide equations for the cost of living 

as a function of these characteristics of a city. 

Furthermore, it could provide eauations for a city's 

cost of housing and nonhousing goods and services as a 

function of the city's features. These econometric 

specifications would be the same as the one above except 

the dependent variable C* would be replaced by Ht and NA 

to represent the city's cost of housing and nonhouving 

goods and services, respectively. Also, additional 

independent variables could be added to Haworth and 

Rasmussen's model tn try to improve the model. However, 

th*j?y found two additional variables to be statistically 

insignificant at the 95 percent level. These were the 

change in the population of a city between the period 

1967 and 1970 and the total number of days the 

temperature in a city was over 90 degrees or below 32 

degrees Fahrenheit.3* 

Data could be collected on the appropriate 

characteristics of the military assignment areas and 

plugged into these eauations to estimate the appropriate 
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geographic cost of housing and nonhousing goods and 

services for each area. These geographic cost estimates 

could then be adjusted to serve as estimates of P% 

(geographic price of housing) and P« (geographic price 

of nonhousing goods and services) and be inserted into 

the typical servicemember*s expenditure function. 

Another possible source of geographic price data on 

housing and nonhousing goods and services is the 

Quarterly publication of the American Chamber of 

Commerce Researchers Association's (ACCRA) Inter-City 

Cost of Living Indicators. The fourth quarter, 1985 

Inter-City Cost of Living Indicators published cost of 

living indices for seven categories of consumption in 

249 cities and 185 metropolitan or primary metropolitan 

statistical areas, and a separate price report for 59 

commodities in the same 249 cities. The seven 

categories of cost of living indices aret groceries, 

housing, utilities. transportation, health care, 

miscellaneous goods and services, and an all items 

index. These indices measure relative price levels with 

100 being the national average of the 249 cities. The 

59 specific commodities which ^rm individually priced in 

each city ^rm all elements of the above six major 

consumption groups. The important point here is that if 

it is feasible for the ACCRA to collect geographic price 

data in 249 cities, it is also feasible for the DoD to 

nnwnoufiiKKMM^^ 
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collect (or pay someone to collect) similar data for its 

over 340 military location areas in the United States. 

According  to  the ACCRA,  their cost  of  living 

indices are calculated in the following manner: 

Weights assigned to  relative costs are     based 

on the  latest  government survey  data  on  a 

mid-management executive  family's pattern  of 

expenditures for consumer goods and  services. 

All items are  priced  at the  local level  by 

chamber of  commerce research  personnel at  a 

specified time and by standard  specifications 

and  converted  to  an  index  by   programmed 

computer processing.32 

Thus, the ACCRA publishes  quarterly geographic cost  of 

living data similar to  the Bureau of Labor  Statistics, 

except the ACCRA addresses only one family budget  level 

and many more cities. 

The DoD could first examine the 249 cities 

participating in the quarterly ACCRA survey to establish 

what percentage of servicemembers are assigned in these 

locations. For those military assignment areas in the 

United States which are not covered by the ACCRA survey, 

the DoD could attempt to collect similar data. It is 

possible that the cost of this data collection may prove 

to be more than the DoD's current VHA data collection 

expenses.  If this is the  case, then DoD could use  the 

k%m.nmjru*isjk*^pm^?umj»fa 
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cost of living data in a Haworth and Rasmussen type? 

model to derive equations for the geographic cost of 

housing and nonhousing goods and services as described 

above with the Bureau of Labor Statistics* data. By 

either collecting geographic price data at those 

military assignment areas not covered in the Bureau of 

Labor Statistics or ACCRA'S data or using models to 

estimate geographic cost of living variations for 

housing and nonhousing goods and services, the DoD can 

improve upon its current basis for VHA rates. 

In sum, this section has identified and discussed 

existing data sources needed in the variable 

compensation program. The ongoing Bureau of Labor 

Statistics' Survey of Consumer Expenditures can provide 

a reasonable proxy for servicemembers' income and 

expenditure data. The DMDC, DoD personnel surveys, and 

various Bureau of Labor Statistics' data can provide 

extensive data for use in models estimating retention as 

a function of utility. Finally, the Bureau of Labor 

Statistics and the ACCRA publish cost of living data for 

various cities that provide a broad data set to use in 

multiple regression models to estimate equations for the 

relative geographic price levels of housing and 

nonhousing goods and services. The next section 

compares the  advantages  of the  variable  compensation 
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program outlined  in this  thesis with  the current  VHA 

program. 

y 
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3.5 FOOTNOTES TO SECTION 3 

1 Eugene Silberberg, The Structure of Economics 

(New York:  McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1978), p. 215. 

a For a function Y = f(X), the first derivative of 

Y with respect to X is written formally as: 

dY/dX ■ df(X)/dX = limit of Cf(XD + b) - f(XQ)3/b 

as b tends toward 0.  The letter d stands for 

derivative, X0 is the original value of the variable X, 

and b is the change in X.  The limit of the function as 

b tends toward 0 indicates we &re   interested only in 

very small changes in X. 

3 The Nth-derivative test for an extreme point of a 

function of one variable is detailed in Alpha C. Chiang, 

Fundamental Methods of Mathematical Economics, 3rd ed. 

(1967? rpt. New York:  McGraw-Hill, 1984), pp. 266-267; 

hereafter cited as Chiang.  Essentially, the first 

nonzero derivative of the function evaluated at the 

point satisfying the necessary first-order condition is 

the "Nth derivative".  If N is even and the derivative 

is negative, then the function is at a maximum.  If N is 

even and the derivative is positive, the function is at 

a minimum.  If N is odd, the function is at an 

inflection point. 

* See Appendix One for the sufficient second-order 

conditions for this utility maximisation problem. 
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s Walter Nicholson, Microeconomic Theory, 3rd ed. 

(1972; rpt. Chicago:  The Dryden Press, 1985), pp. 

47-48. 

* See Appendix Two for the sufficient second-order 

conditions for this cost minimization problem. 

T See Appendix Three for the derivation of the 

final expression of E(Pt, Pa, U°). 

• Chiang, p. 688. 

9 Ronald J. Wonnacott and Thomas J. Wonnacott, 

Econometrics (New York:  John Wiley & Sons, 1970), p. 

17. 

10 This matrix of parameter estimates, G, results 

in a minimum value of the error term because 

daD/dGa = 2xx which is greater than zero and fulfills 

the sufficient second-order condition for a minimum. 

11 The methodology of this proof is the same as in 

Angus Deaton, Models and Projections of Demand in 

Post-UJar Britain (London:  Chapman and Hall, 1975), p. 

36. 

*a Richard Stone, Mathematical Models of the 

Economy and Other Essays (London:  Chapman and Hall, 

1970), pp. 88-91. 

*3 Ronald J. Wonnacott and Thomas J. Wonnacott, 

Introductory Statistics for Business and Economics, 3rd 

ed. (1972; rpt. New York:  John Wiley & Sons, 1984), pp. 

510-511. 
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*■* Congress of the United States, Congressional 

Budget Office, Elimination of Double Tax Benefits for 

Military Homeowners (March 19B6), p. 30; hereafter cited 

as CBO. 

1S John T. Warner and Matthew S. Goldberg, "The 

Influence of Non-Pecuniary Factors on Labor Supply:  The 

Case of Navy Enlisted Personnel," The Review of 

Economics and Statistics, 66, No. 1 (1984), p. 27s 

hereafter cited as Warner and Goldberg (1984). 

1A See Warner and Goldberg (1984), pp. 30-31 for a 

discussion of their techniques in calculating ACOL 

values. 

1T CBO, p. 31. 

tm  Angus Deaton and John Muellbauer, Economics and 

Consumer Behavior (New York:  Cambridge University 

Press, 1980), p. 97, 320; hereafter cited as Deaton and 

Muellbauer. 

** Deaton and Muellbauer, pp. 321. 

ao Angus S. Deaton, "The Analysis of Consumer 

Demand in the United Kingdom, 1900-1970,*   Econometrica, 

42, No. 2 (1974), p. 354. 

ai Gilbert R. Chez and Gary S. Becker, The 

Allocation of Time and Goods Over the Life Cycle (New 

York:  National Bureau of Economic Research, 1975), p. 

133. 
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aa See U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor 

Statistics, Consumer Expenditure Survey:  Interview 

Survey, 1984, Bulletin 2267, August 1986, pp. v and 5 

for the nine family characteristics and the seven 

expenditure categories, respectively. 

a3 See Warner and Goldberg (1984) p. 30 for the 

data sources and quoted material used in calculating 

military pay variables.  See Warner and Goldberg (1984) 

p. 31 for the data sources and quoted material used in 

calculating civilian earnings. 

a* These four reasons are  a summary of the DoD 

rationale for creating its own VHA expenditure data base 

in VHA Program, pp. IV-8, 9. 

a* VHA Program, p. IV-8. 

a* John Ginovsky, "Personnel Top Worry in Posture 

Statement," Air Force Times, 16 Feb. 1987, p. 6. 

aT See U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor 

Statistics News, USDL: 81-195. 22 April 1981, Autumn 

1990 Urban Family Budgets and Comparative Indexes for 

Selected Urban Areas. 

*• Report of the President's Commission on Military 

Compensation (Washington, D.C.J  Government Printing 

Office, April 1978), p. 138. 

a* C.T. Haworth and D.W. Rasmussen, "Determinants 

of Metropolitan Cost of Living Variations," Southern 

I 
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Economic Journal, 40, No. 2 (1973), p. 183; hereafter 

cited as Haworth and Rasmussen (1973). 

30 Haworth and Rasmussen (1973), pp. 186-187. 

31 Haworth and Rasmussen (1973), p. 188. 

3a American Chamber of Commerce Researchers 

Association, Inter-City Cost of Living Indicators, 

Fourth Quarter, 1985, p. i. 
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4.Q COMPARISON OF THE CURRENT VHA PROGRAM AND THE 

VARIABLE COMPENSATION PROGRAM 

This section highlights the key differences between 

the current VHA program and the variable compensation 

program discussed in this thesis. First, some apparent 

advantages of the variable compensation program are 

presented. Then, I conclude with some potential topics 

that might be considered in a more sophisticated 

analysis of military compensation. 

The variable compensation program offers the 

following advantages over the current program: (1) The 

variable compensation program recognizes the geographic 

variability of the two composite commodities housing and 

nonhousing goods and services. The VHA program only 

acknowledges the geographic variability of housing. It 

assumes the cost of all other goods and services are 

identical throughout the United States. (2) The 

geographic data base for the variable compensation 

program's price variations can be based on either 

existing independent civilian price data or regression 

estimated prices using existing models of cost of living 

variations. The geographic data base for the VHA 

program is created using biennial sample surveys of 

servicemembers* self-reported housing expenditures. (3) 

Since the variable compensation r^og*am does not collect 
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servicemembers' expenditure data, it saves the cost of 

the biennial survey and the even more burdensome annual 

documentation of VHA offset for every servicemember 

which are both conducted in the VHA program. <4) Since 

the variable compensation program incorporates 

geographic price differentials into one lump sum of 

military compensation, it would require only one 

Congressional authorization for itr> requested budget. 

The current VHA program requires Congress to separately 

approve the requested basic military compensation and 

VHA budgets. Often times, this has resulted in erratic 

freezes or large increases in the VHA budget resulting 

in irregular financial burdens or hasty catch-up raises 

to servicemembers stationed in high cost areas. <5> The 

variable compensation program would distribute cost of 

living raises in a more tailored manner. That is, 

servicemembers living in higher cost growth areas need 

and would receive proportionately higher cost of living 

raises than those living in lower cost areas. The 

current VHA program restricts odd-numbered year 

allowance increases to be a standard percent across the 

board for all servicemembers. Altogether, the variable 

compensation program offerst a broader recognition of 

geographic price differences of goods and services 

throughout the United States, a more independent and 

accurate geographic price data base, elimination of  the 
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administrative costs of sample surveys and 

servicemembers* VHA offset documentation, a simpler 

military compensation budget presented to the Congress, 

and a more equitable distribution of cost of living 

increases in military pay. 

On the other hand, despite these advantages, a more 

detailed and sophisticated variable compensation program 

than the one presented in this thesis would address the 

following more complex issues: <1) The effects of 

military in-kind benefits (health care, commissary, 

etc.) on the typical servicemember■s consumption 

patterns and utility function. (2) The effects of 

nonpecuniary elements on the utility function. These 

elements would include such considerations as the 

amenities living in San Diego may provide that living in 

Dayton does not, despite the higher cost of living in 

San Diego. <3) Extend beyond the two composite 

commodities case. 

To begin with, the military services provide their 

members with certain in-kind benefits. Boadway and 

Wildasin (1964) define an in-kind benefit as a benefit 

received "in units of specific commodities such as food, 

housing or health care" as opposed to cash which could 

be used to buy the goods or services.* For example, the 

military services provide medico care to active duty 

members  without  charge   in  military  hospitals   and 
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clinics. Dependents of active duty members currently 

receive medical care without charge at military 

hospitals and clinics when space is available. When 

space is not available at military facilities, 

dependents are covered under the Civilian Health and 

Medical Program of the Uniformed Services (CHAMPUS). 

Active duty members with dependents do not pay premiums 

for the CHAMPUS insurance. However, they do pay annual 

deductibles (S5Q per individual/$100 per family) and 

share the cost of the treatment received when the 

charges exceed the annual deductibles. Therefore, 

servicemembers and their families receive the majority 

of their health care in the form of an in-kind benefit, 

rather than receiving higher pay to spend on medical 

insurance premiums. Another example of an in-kind 

benefit is the subsidy of many of the items bought at 

the military commissaries and exchanges. On the 

average, a dollar spent on a given basket of items at 

commissaries and exchanges buys 24 percent more of these 

commodities than a dollar spent in commercial stores.3* 

As a result, in both cases, a typical servicemember 

would tend to spend fewer dollars on consuming average 

amounts of these commodities than his civilian 

counterpart* Hence, in a more sophisticated analysis, 

the typical servicemember*s expenditure function would 

account for the effects of these in-kind benefits. 
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Another possible topic of consideration in a more 

complex analysis is the effects of nonpecuniary elements 

on the typical servicemember's utility function. These 

elements include certain amenities such as year-round 

pleasant weather and recreational opportunities certain 

locations offer. For instance, a servicemember may 

prefer to live in San Diego, California because of the 

warm weather, pleasant scenery, and proximity to the 

beaches, despite a much higher than average cost of 

living. A servicemember may place such a high amount of 

utility on these amenities of living in San Diego that 

he would choose to live there rather than an area like 

Dayton, Ohio even if he was not compensated for the cost 

of living differential. 

The variable compensation program in this thesis 

assumes that cost of living variations among cities ^re 

a function of more factors than simply the amenities a 

city offers. Otherwise, employees performing the same 

jobs in different cities would receive the same wages 

because the amenities enjoyed at a location would fully 

compensate a worker for the higher cost of living. 

However, earnings data compiled by the Bureau of Labor 

Statistics shows that hourly wages for manufacturing 

workers vary widely across the United States.3 Thus, 

amenities »r» not the sole reason for cost of living 

variations. 
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The shortfall in the variable compensation program, 

regarding amenities, is that a servicemember is 

compensated uiith higher pay for the full cost of living 

variations among assignment locations in the United 

States. As a result, this program will tend to 

overcompensate servicemembers living in locations that 

are abundant with amenities. That is, a servicemember 

mill be fully compensated for the higher cost of living 

while he is enjoying the extra benefits of the 

location's amenities. To more eouitably compensate a 

servicemember for cost of living variations, he should 

not be compensated for the portion of the higher cost of 

living that is due to the amenities he will enjoy in his 

assignment location. A more sophisticated variable 

compensation program would account for the effects of 

amenities* 

Another way of addressing the effects of amenities 

on the cost of living at each location if, to allow 

servicemembers to choose their assignment locations. 

Under this scheme, servicemembers could choose where to 

work given an initial wage structure. Then, if too many 

members were choosing assignments in San Diego and too 

few were choosing Dayton, the Department of Defense 

could change the waae structure. Through * process of 

raising the wages in Dayton and lowering the wage« in 

San Diego.  the desired mix  of  people at  the  two 
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locations could be obtained. In fact, this process 

could be used to obtain the proper balance of military 

personnel at all locations. Of course, this approach of 

letting the market forces determine the levels of pay at 

the • arious assignment locations has serious 

shortcomings in the military environment. The diverse 

missions of the respective military services and overall 

national security requirements would certainly eliminate 

an option allowing complet freedom of assignment 

choices for servicemembers. 

Finally, the expenditure function of a typica* 

servicemember in this thesis recognizes only two 

composite commodities. A more involved analysis would 

expand the categories of consumption for a 

servicemember. Accordingly, increased estimates for the 

respective subsistence quantities and marginal budget 

shares of additional types of goods and services would 

improve the scope and detail o* a typical 

servicemember's expenditure function. 

In conclusion, the variable compensation program 

outlined in this thesis suggests several improvements in 

equitable compensation over the current VHA program. 

Nevertheless, this variable compensation program is 

based on a simplified analysis. A more intricate 

analysis would expand the scope of this variable 

compensation program to account  for the importants      yet 
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more complex, effects of in-kind benefits, the different 

amenities offered at different locations, and increased 

categories of consumption by servicemembers. 
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4.1 FOOTNOTES TO SECTION 4 

1 Robin W. Boadway and David E- WiIdasin, Public 

Sector Economics, 2nd ed. (n.d.; rpt. Boston:  Little, 

Brown & Company, 1984), p. 454. 

36 U.S. Department of the Air Force, Headquarters 

Air Force Accounting and Finance Center, Personal 

Statement of Military Compensation. Additional 

Consi derat ions/Programs, Denver, Colorado, 31 Jan. 1987, 

p. 3. 

3 U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor 

Statistics. Employment and Earnings, Vol. 33, No. 6, 

June 1986, pp. 134-138. 
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5.0 CONCLUSION 

The primary goal of the current Department of 

Defense (DoD) variable housing allowance (VHA) program 

is to provide roughly the same compensation to 

servicemembers of the same paygrade and dependency 

status, regardless of their location of assignment in 

the United States. Two principal problems with the 

current VHA program are; (1) It assumes that only 

housing prices vary geographically in the United States. 

That is, the prices of all other goods and services are 

assumed to be identical throughout the United States. 

(2) The data base for geographic housing prices is based 

on DoD-conducted biennial sample surveys of 

servicemembers' self-reported housing expenditures which 

are uncontrolled for the quality of housing. 

This thesis discusses the essential features of an 

alternative program which is called the variable 

compensation program. The sketch of this program begins 

with the assumption of a Stone-Geary utility function 

for a typical servicemember. This utility function 

specifies that a servicemember derives utility from the 

consumption of two composite commodities which are 

housing and nonhousing goods and services. The 

servicemember*s implied expenditure function is derived 

and it is a function of the price of housing, the  price 
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of nonhousing goods and services, and the utility  level 

provided by the member's regular military compensation. 

The parameters of this expenditure function are the 

subsistence quantities of housing and nonhousing goods 

and services as well as the respective marginal budget 

shares of each commodity. The procedures involved in 

estimating these parameters are presented. Stone's 

(1970) iterative ordinary least squares methodology and 

Deaton's (1975) maximum likelihood estimation technique 

are highlighted. 

Likewise, the methodology of determining the 

appropriate levels of utility for the various DoD 

paygrades is examined. Warntr and Goldberg's (1984) 

model of expressing retention as a function of utility 

by using the DoD's annualized cost of leaving (AC0L> 

model is emphasized. 

The final segment of the ouMine of the variable 

compensation program is an analysis of data 

availability. The ongoing Bureau of Labor Statistic«' 

(BLS) Survey of Consumer Expenditures pro ies # 

reasonable proxy for the income, expends tu- » and pric«? 

data needed to estimate the oarameters of the* typical 

»ervicemember*s utility function. Various soiTtei of 

BLS data and Defense Manpcwe*- Data Center (DHDC 3ata 

»rm available to assist jr. »*cpre%*<*ina rete^4- ^ &* a 

function of utility.  The  ■'-. ^ ' :r fr<*n Fa». lu Budgets  and 
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the American Chamber of Commerce Researchers 

Association's (ACCRA) Intei—City Cost of Living 

Indicators provide independent cost of living indices 

for 25 metropolitan areas and 249 cities, respectively. 

These data sets can be used in a cost of living 

variations multiple regression model such as Haworth and 

Rasmussen (1973). This model can estimate equations 

expressing cost of living, cost of housing and cost of 

nonhousing goods and services as functions of a city's 

size, the physical barriers to a city's expansion, and 

the geographic region of a city. 

In sum, this basic variable compensation program 

provides numerous advantages to the current VHA program. 

The variable compensation program recognises that prices 

of both housing and nonhousing goods and services vary 

throughout the United States. Furthermore, its data 

base for geographic price differences is based on 

regression estimated cost of living indices using 

independent civilian price data sets. Additionally, it 

possesses the potential for reduced administrative tasks 

by the DoD, a simpler compensation budget for 

presentation to the Congress, and a more eouitable 

distribution of future cost of living raises. 

All in all, the variable compensation program 

presents an outline of an alternative manner of 

addressing the  issue of  variable prices  of goods and 
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services in the United States in regard to military 

compensation. This basic analysis could be expanded to 

incorporate the more complex effects of servicemembers7 

in-kind benefits, the amenities offered at assignment 

locations, and additional categories of consumption 

commodities. 
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APPENDIX ONE 

The utility maximization problem for a typical 

servicemember  in  Section  3.1  was  to  maximize   the 

Lagrangian function 

L<Xx,Xa,z) - (X* - Bi)v(Xa - Ba)*"
v + z<M - P»X»- PaXa) . 

This can be rewritten as 

L<XMXa,z> ■ <Xt - Bi)v(Xa - B3)»-
v + zCM - g(Xt1Xa)3 

where g<XlfXa) « PiXt+ PaXa. 

The necessary first-^rder conditions 

(Li »La  * L« =  0) were satisfied  in solving for  the 

optimal quantities of X* and Xa (designated here as  Xt~ 

and Xa~> in Section 3.1.  Thus, a positive value of  the 

bordered Hessian determinant 

|0 g»  g* 

9t Lti l~ia 

g* Lai La*| is a sufficient second-order condition for 

the value of the function L(X*»Xa*z>« which is the same 

as U(X,,Xa>i to be « maximum at X*~ and X*4*, 

In this utility maximization problems 

P», P*,   z   >  0f 0 < v < i, X» > B», and X* > Ba. 

Therefore! 

g* • P» > 0. 

Qa " Pa > 0. 

L» - v(Xt - B»>~-MXa - B»)
1^ - zP* » 0. 

Lu « v(v - l)(Xt - B»)
v-a(X» - Ba)»-V < 0. 
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Li« = v<l - vXX* - Bx)
v-1(Xa - Ba)-V > 0. 

La - (1 ~ v)(X» - Bi>v<Xa - Ba)'
v - zPa - 0. 

Lai ■ V<1 - v)(Xt - B*)^-*(Xa - Ba)~v > 0. 

Laa - -v(l - vXX* - Bi>v(Xa - B»)-^*
1» < 0. 

Now, the  value  of the  bordered Hessian  determinant, 

designated IH| , is derived as follows. 

iHl - 0 - gt gi ga 

Lai Laa 

+ 9a 9* 9a 

in Lia 

|H| ■ -g»(giLaa - gaLai) + ga(QiLts - gaLu). 

Substituting in for the signs of the terms derived above 

yields: 

IHI * -[( + >(-) - < + )< + )] + [<+><+> - < + ><-)]. 

Ifil « -C<-> - < + >3 + C< + > - <->3. 

Ifil « -E-3 + C + 3 - C + 3 + C + 3. 

Thus, the bordered Hessian determinant is positive and 

the optimal values X** and Xa~ yield a maximum value of 

the utility function U<X»,Xa>. 
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APPENDIX TWO 

The cost minimization problem for a typical 

servicemember  in  section 3.1  was  to minimize  the 

Lagrangian function 

L(Xi,Xa,z) * PiXi + PaXa + 

zCU° - (Xt - B»)
v(Xa - Ba)*-^3. 

This can be rewritten as 

L<Xt,Xa,z) - PiXi + PaX« + ZCU° - g(X»,Xa)3 

where g(X1,Xa) « (X* - Bt>v<Xa - B2)*-v. 

The necessary first-order conditions 

(Lt * La * L. * 0) were satisfied  in solving for  the 

optimal quantities of Xt and Xa (designated here as  Xt* 

and X»*) in Section 3.1.  Thus, a negative value of  the 

bordered Hessian determinant 

|o g* g* 

g t L» a L ta 

ga La» La»| is a sufficient second-order condition for 

the value of the function L(X»,Xa,z>, to be a minimum at 

X»* and Xa~. 

In this cost minimization problems 

Pt, P*i   z > 0, 0 < v < 1, Xt > Bt, and X* > Ba- 

Therefore! 

gi » vCX«. - Bt>v~MX* - Ba>*-V > 0. 

ga - <1 - vMXt - B»)V<X» - Ba)"M > 0. 

L» ■ Pt - Zv(Xt - Bt>v~MXa - Ba> *~w ■ 0. 
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Lit « -zv(v - lMXi - Bi)v"a(Xa - Ba> *~
v > 0. 

L»a - -zv<l - vXXi - Bt)v-MXa - Ba>-
V < 0. 

La - Pa - z<l - vHXx - Bt)v(X, - Ba)-
V « 0. 

Laa - zv(l - vXXi - B*)v<Xa - Ba)-«^1* > 0. 

Lai - -zv<l - vHX* - Bt)v-MXa - Ba>~v < 0. 

Now, the value of the bordered Hessian  determinant, 

designated (HI , is derived as follows. 

IRI - 0 - gi 9i 9a 

Lai Laa 

+ ga gi 9a 

(Lit Lia 

|H| ■ -gitgiLaa - gdLai> + ga<giLia - gaLu). 

Substituting in for the signs of the terms derived above 

yieldsi 

|R| « -C< + )< + ) - < + )(-)] + [< + ><-> - < + ><♦>}. 

IRI ■ -C < + > - <-U + C <-) - < + ) 3. 

IHI « -C-O + C-3 » C-3 ♦ C-3. 

Thus, the bordered Hessian determinant is negative and 

the optimal values of X** and Xa* yield a minimum value 

of cost. 
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APPENDIX   THREE 

E(PM   Pa,   U°>   «   PiX»(P»,    Pa,   U°>   +   PaXa<P»,    Pa,   U°). 

X»(Pi,   P9,   U°)   -  Bi   +  CvPa/<<l   -  v)Pt)3*-nj° 

and 

Xa(Pi,   P*,   U°)   -  Ba  +  CvPa/<(l   -  v)Pt)3-"U0. 

Let  E -  E(Pt,   Pa,   U°>. 

Therefore! 

E *   PiB»   +  P»CvPa/<<l   -  v)Pi)3»-vU° +  PaBa + 

PaCvPa/<<l   -  v)Px)l-*U°. 

E   ■   PtB»   +   PaBa  +  U°C<vPa/<l   -   v)l"vP4
v  + 

(V/<<1   -  v>Pi)-vPa*'-v3. 

E   ■  PiBi   +  PaBa * U°C(vP«/<l   -  v)*-vP*v + 

(<1   -  v)Pi/v)*fa»-v3. 

E  •   P»B»   ♦  PaBa ♦  UIBP*,"Fa*-vC (v/< 1   -  v)>*~v  + 

<<1   -  v)/v>~3. 

E  ■   P»B»   ♦  PaBa +  UoPt^P»1"^ (v/( 1   -   v>>*-~  + 

<v/(l   -  v))-v3. 

E  «   P*B*   +   PaBa +  U°P»vPa*"vC v/< 1   -  v)3~vCv/<l   -  v)   +   13, 

E  ■   P»Bt   «■  PaBa + U°P»vPa*"vC v/ < 1   -  v)3~vCl/(l   -  v> 3. 

E  -   PtB»   ♦  PaBa +  ü°P»^Pat"vv"v< 1   -  v>~-*. 


